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Hygiene equipment nowadays is more important than ever in the 
international meat processing industry. Over the recent years many 
companies discovered the advantages of the ProfilGate® tire- and sole 
cleaning system. 



To minimize the transmission of microbes, ProfilGate® Aqua features 
the unique combination of both: physical and chemical cleaning: 
The brush section provides a thorough physical dirt removal allowing 
for the sanitizer to efficiently disinfect the wheels/shoes. 



Tests with customers using simple foot baths have shown that a mere 
chemical cleaning without brushes does by far not eliminate as many 
microbes as the ProfilGate ® system does. 



Below you can see test results two of our customers shared with us. 
(Results of course depend on various parameters such as 
type and concentration of disinfectant, contamination level prior to use 
of ProfilGate system, length of the ProfilGate system e.t.c.) 
GKZ = Gesamtkeimzahl = total germ count 

Microbiological test (Lamellas) swabs 

whole flora  
Trend 

Coliform bacteria 

Trend 

Listeria spp 

before after before after before after 

Brushes (Profilgate) 0 0 = 0 0 = absent absent 

Skid ( special hand pallet truck) 29 1 ↘ 8 0 ↘ present absent 

hand pallet truck (bread) empty 23 7 ↘ 14 2 ↘ absent absent 

hand pallet truck (bread) full 57 7 ↘ 31 0 ↘ absent absent 

hand pallet truck (sauce) 7 1 ↘ 3 0 ↘ absent absent 

hand pallet truck 32 4 ↘ 17 1 ↘ absent absent 

Swab test: L.mono:  negativ, 
PCR –> negative 
Abklatschtest (adhesive film tests on a growing medium):  
Shoes before ProfilGate: -> GKZ 0,7 /cm², ENT 0,3/cm² 
Shoes after ProfilGate -> GKZ 0,3/cm², ENT 0 
Wheels before ProfilGate -> GKZ 20/cm², ENT 5/cm² 
Wheels after ProfilGate > GKZ 0,7/cm², ENT 2/cm² 



The level of 
liquid is 
adjustable: 
The flex of the 
brush brings the 
liquid up to the 
surface of the 
sole/wheel, 
simply by 
applying weight 
on the system.  
 



This ProfilGate® Aqua system is located between the dispatch area and 
the packaging area. When trolleys go back from dispatch to packaging 
(low risk -> high risk), they need to get their wheels disinfected. 



Below a typical example of ProfilGate® used directly in a meat 
processing area. Should pieces of meat get stuck in the brush section, 
they can easily be washed out. Anyways, meat soaked with disinfectant 
does not constitute such a harm anymore. 



How do you avoid metal swarf or wood chips from being transported 
from the engineering workshop to the production site?  
ProfilGate® is the perfect solution for that. 



All ProfilGate® aquas feature a drainage for an easy draining of the used 
disinfection liquid. The standpipe valve (marked in the picture) controls 
the filling level of the stainless steel tray.  



 
 
 

Here come some more pictures of how ProfilGate® is used in the meat 
processing industry worldwide. 



 
 
 

The ProfilGate® Clean Factory Concept is now well established in many 
factories. 



Other references 

Not only meat processing companies, but food production plants of 
renowned companies like the ones listed below have opted for the 
ProfilGate® system when it comes to minimizing the risk of cross 
contamination, enhancing general in-plant cleanliness or even when 
complying with HACCP or DIN EN ISO 22000 becomes an issue.  


